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Abstract. A topic modelling tool, which was originally developed for perform-
ing text analysis on very short texts written in English, was adapted to the text 
genre of Swedish folk legends. The topic modelling tool was configured to use a 
word space model trained on a Swedish corpus, as well as a Swedish stop word 
list. The stop word list consisted of standard Swedish stop words, as well as 380 
additional stop words that were tailored to the content of the corpus and therefore 
also included older spelling versions and grammatical forms of Swedish words. 
The adapted version of the tool was applied on a corpus consisting of around 
10,000 Swedish folk legends, which resulted in the automatic extraction of 20 
topics. Future versions of the tool will be extended with text summarisation func-
tionality, in order to retain the text overview provided by the tool also when it is 
applied on longer folk legends.
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1 Introduction

Topic modelling has been shown useful as a means of automatically identifying recur-
ring information in large text collections. The technique has been applied on text collec-
tions belonging to a wide range of genres, e.g., news paper text [4], open-ended survey
questions [2], Internet discussion forums [11], micro blogs [13] and student essays [7].

The topic modelling algorithm automatically analyses a text collection in search for
topics, and then represents each detected topic by (i) a list of texts in which the topic
is present, and (ii) a list of terms that frequently co-occur in these texts. There are a
number of tools for visualising the output of the algorithm, for instance, visualisations
that focus on relations between terms and topics, e.g., through presenting them in a
matrix [5, 1]. We here instead focus on a tool, which builds on previous research that
shows the potential in performing a manual analysis of the texts in which the detected
topics are present. This tool, called Topics2Themes [12], therefore also visualises the
extracted texts and their associations and provides support for performing a manual
analysis of these texts.

Topics2Themes has so far mainly been developed for, and applied on, short, con-
temporary texts, e.g., micro blogs and posts in discussion forum threads. The collections
have either contained English or Japanese texts. As a next step, we plan to apply the tool
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on a text collection belonging to the genre of Swedish folk legends. There are previous
approaches showing how topic modelling can be used for extracting information from
this genre [6, 8]. However, since our collection of Swedish folk legends is very different
from the texts on which Topics2Themes has previously been applied, adaptions of the
tool have to be carried out. We will here discuss what adaptions are required in order to
apply it on this new text genre.

2 The Topics2Themes tool

Figure 1 shows the output of the Topics2Themes1 tool when the topic modelling al-
gorithm has been applied on a collection of around 10,000 Swedish folk legends. The
topic modelling algorithm Non-negative matrix factorisation [9] was used, and the al-
gorithm was re-run ten times, only retaining topics stable enough to be included in all
re-runs. This resulted in that 20, out of 25 requested, topics were retrieved by the tool.

The tool displays information in four different panels, as shown in the figure. The
Topics panel, i.e., the second panel from the left, lists the topics that have been automat-
ically extracted by the topic modelling algorithm. A topic element in the Topics panel
is represented by a list element that contains the three terms most closely associated
with the topic, e.g., “bonden – skogen – hörde” (“the farmer – the forrest – heard”). The
Terms and Texts panels list the terms and texts, respectively, that are associated with
the extracted topics. Term-topic and topic-text associations are visualised by lines that
connect the list elements. Finally, to the Themes panel (only shown partly in the figure),
the user can add recurring themes that are identified when the extracted texts are man-
ually analysed. That is, while the first three panels stem from an automatic process, the
content of the Themes panel is to be manually added by a user.

3 Adaptions to the genre of Swedish folk legends

The first adaption required was to configure the tool to use a Swedish stop word list
in the stop word removal pre-processing step. We therefore configured the tool to use
the standard Swedish stop word list included in NLTK [3], as well as 380 additional
stop words tailored to the corpus. These 380 additional items mostly consisted of words
belonging to modern day Swedish. However, the list also included frequent occurrences
of words using older spelling versions, as well as old grammatical forms of words. For
instance, “ock” (“and”), which is today spelled “och”, and “blevo” (“became”), which
is a plural verb form not used anymore, were added to the stop word list.

The second adaption consisted of configuring the tool to use a word space model
trained on a Swedish corpus. We used a pre-trained Word2Vec continuous skipgram
model2 trained on the Swedish CoNLL17 corpus by the Language Technology Group
at the University of Oslo. The word space model is used by the tool in a pre-processing
step in which words are organised into groups based on semantic similarity. This is

1 The code for the tool is available at: https://github.com/mariask2/topics2themes.
2 The model has been trained on 3,010,472 tokens and is available at:

http://vectors.nlpl.eu/repository/.
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Fig. 1. Topics2Themes applied on a corpus of Swedish folk legends. The topic “kyrka – kyrkan –
bygga” (“church – the church – build”) is displayed with a blue background, which indicates that 
it has been selected by the user.
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achieved through an automatic clustering of the word space vectors that represent the
words included in the text collection [10]. The Terms panel in the figure shows examples
of such term clusters. For instance, the first list element shows how the words “the
church”,“the church’s” and “the churches” have been combined into one concept, and
the eleventh list element shows a large word cluster of food-related terms.

4 Future work

In the current version of Topics2Themes, which is designed for shorter texts, the Texts
panel is meant to give an easily scrollable overview of texts that have been extracted
from the collection. This overview is, however, lost when the tool is applied on a col-
lection that also contains longer texts, as fewer texts then can be shown simultaneously.
The text presentation should therefore offer the functionality of showing shorter text
summaries of retrieved texts, and let the user be able to toggle between viewing text
summaries and the full version of the texts. Such a summarisation functionality will be
implemented in a future version of the Topics2Themes tool.

Future work will also include an analysis of topics automatically extracted from the
folk legends, as well as an evaluation of the usability of the tool, and of its usefulness
for the task of finding recurring themes in texts belonging to the genre of Swedish folk
legends.
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